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On a geographical front, Asia Pacific, excluding Australia, represents the largest market for 
cigarettes across the globe followed by Eastern Europe.



There is an increasing trend for RYO

It has been reported that the prevalence of RYO use is increasing in some countries. There is evidence that 
use has increased in the UK  and Europe. It has been argued that this is due to both the tax differential 
between RYO and FM and easy access to duty-free rolling tobacco in Europe . 

In addition, industry documents reveal that the UK has been subject to a systematic campaign to change 
the image of RYO from a low-cost, down-market, product to a “cool,” “natural” choice. 
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From 2017 Prime Com Trade Network starting the producing of Tobacco 
Filters Tubes being one of the two manufacturer in Romania 

We are using best quality papers and filters for producing tobacco filter tubes 
with no tobacco inside. The raw materials are supplied only from EU company 



 The laboratory tools used and the row materials for producing the filters 
tubes are manufactured by leading European companies

 High quality products at competitive price
 High range of products: own brands and Private labels
 Flexibility and quick response on demand
 High capacity of production sustained by good quality machineries  

working 24h with 4 shifts
 We provide marketing  services to our clients: product design artwork, 

print formats, etc



All of our products are produced with high quality acetate filter

We are producing filter tubes 
Regular 15 mm
Extra long filter 24 mm
Carbon Filters 15/24 mm



 200 pieces
 250 pieces 
 275 pieces 
 500 pieces 
 1000 pieces
 1100 pieces 





Manual filling, with the filter tubes
injector machine

Semi-automatic filling with different 
types of electrical machines



























Please use our contact data to receive an 
offer from us: office@prime-com.ro; 
nicolau.stefan@prime-com.ro
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